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Foreword

It seems that the Interactive Whiteboard has the potential to change English Language Teaching classrooms around the world, and perhaps more thoroughly than previous technological developments. And as the price in real terms falls and publishers bring out coursebooks fully-designed for IWBs, we are likely to see them spread at an even greater rate. The speed and competence with which teachers have learnt to exploit the IWB to enhance their own teaching style is remarkable, indicating a stronger and more positive response than to many previous technological advances. The heads-up, participatory nature of IWBs will mean that with good training there will be further moves away from teacher-dominated presentational activities towards active student engagement and participation not possible with conventional boards.

This handbook is designed to help you get up to speed smartly and quickly, based on the experience of countless teachers, brought together and presented by the authors, all of them trainers in ELT technology. More experienced IWB users will find ideas here to expand and increase their repertoire.

If you are new to the IWB then the first of the four chapters Using regular programs enables you to get off to a quick start by using the IWB as a giant class computer screen, on which you can display any of the software you usually use on your computer. You could display an activity you have designed instead of photocopying it, or an Internet page or photos. Then using pen, finger or virtual onscreen keyboard, you and your students can immediately interact with that material by writing on the IWB over or beside the text or picture, editing, highlighting, pasting, directly on the interactive board. There is an immediate kinaesthetic connection between class, material and language activity. And at the click of a button all this can be saved to revise later.

In the second chapter Using the whiteboard software the capabilities of the inbuilt IWB software are explored. These enable you to drag, cover, colour, resize and store, use dice, quizzes, and make use of a wide range of ready-made lesson activities into which you simply drop the language data you want to practise. Some dedicated activities for individual brands of whiteboards are also included and in these cases there are usually similar tools on the other brands.

The third chapter Using published materials enables you to exploit the IWB functionality alongside the new generation of published materials designed around IWB applications. You can display heads-up versions of texts, pictures, dialogues, questions, all of which can be clicked to reveal further activities, sound files or videos. Thus you no longer need to hunt down the books, tapes, CDs or CD player before the lesson. None of this is necessary in the all-in-one package displayed on the interactive screen.

Chapter four, entitled Creating and adapting your own materials, helps you master the basic skills you need to create or enhance any of your self–designed and adapted materials. Apart from being attractive, colourful and tactile, the IWB immediately opens up the opportunity for a more heads-up, interactive and cooperative learning community.

The activities in this handbook are designed to serve as springboards for the new forms of creativity that the IWB brings, and to inspire teachers to exploit what amounts to a paradigm shift in classroom potential.

Adrian Underhill Series Editor
Introduction

1.1 What is an interactive whiteboard?

An interactive whiteboard (IWB) is a large interactive display that connects to a computer and projector. The data projector projects the image of the computer screen onto the surface of the whiteboard. Users then control the computer and software through this tactile interface using either a special e-pen, or their finger.

This introduction to using IWBs offers an overview of the main options and choices to be made before using one in the language classroom. It then describes the features, benefits and challenges of using an IWB. If you have already installed the IWB, or already have experience of using it, you can skip this introduction.

1.2 Practicalities

Hardware

There are a number of makes of IWB. Market leaders include Smart and Promethean. The software included with all makes of IWBs has a number of core features, such as drawing tools, and on-screen keyboard and character-recognition. Users of SmartBoards interact with the board with their finger, or pens; users of Promethean Activboard use a special e-pen. Other well-known makes include the Hitachi Starboard. All these products come with an indispensable user manual from the manufacturer, and training is usually provided. Product websites contain a huge range of information, support material, online training modules, ready-made lessons and lesson ideas.

Size

Interactive whiteboards come in a range of sizes, from fairly small and portable to the larger wall-mounted IWBs for use with full-size classes. A smaller board could sit on a table and be viewed comfortably by a small group of students. A standard screen size is 48"-77"; a wider screen format is 87"-94".

Mobility

One of the first choices to make is whether to have a mobile set-up, so the board can be moved from room to room, or a static set-up in which the board is permanently mounted on the wall.

The advantage to having a mobile board is that it allows a school to purchase just one IWB and then use it in a number of classrooms. Moving it usually involves pushing the IWB on a trolley with wheels. There are a number of disadvantages to moving the IWB around, such as having to disconnect and reconnect cables each time you do this, the possibility of tripping over cables and the regular need to re-calibrate the board with the projector.
An ideal solution for a school would be to have an IWB in each room although this obviously has a cost implication! If the board is fixed, then everything is already set up and in place when teachers come into the classroom.

**Electronic data projectors**

There are a number of options for setting up the projector. In the mobile board set-up, the projector can simply sit on the table next to the computer. In classrooms with a permanent IWB set-up, the projector is often ceiling mounted and the teacher uses an infra-red remote control to turn it on and off. The current trend is to have a built-in projector above the IWB. This is known as a ‘short-throw’ projector and this eliminates problems such as users staring into the beam of light, or casting a shadow across the screen.

**Portable alternatives to IWBs**

There are a number of portable alternatives to using a full-sized IWB. The mimio is one such device which can be temporarily fixed to a hard surface, such as a normal whiteboard, using the small suckers on the reverse of the device. Like the IWB, the mimio requires connecting to a projector. The mimio is positioned next to an image of a computer screen from the data projector, and it is this image which then becomes interactive. Users interact with the image with a special e-pen. This device could be a boon for those seeking a low-cost way to try out IWB functionality with small groups, or for freelance teachers who teach in a number of sites.

Another alternative is the ebeam, a circular device which is similar in functionality to a mimio. It is also ‘stuck’ onto the whiteboard, and like the mimio, needs to be connected to an electronic data projector. Ingenious teachers have even explored low-cost alternatives, such as the use of a common Wii remote control. While providing some of the benefits of using a full-size IWB, there are limitations, such as the lack of proprietary software.

**Setting up**

To get up and running, the data projector needs to be connected to the computer as usual with a single cable. The whiteboard is connected with a USB cable to the USB port on the computer. The installation of the IWB hardware, followed by the loading of proprietary software (such as Smart software and Promethean Activinspire) is usually taken care of by the manufacturer or the re-seller.

When the teacher prepares the classroom for a lesson, the sequence of turning on the IWB is fairly straightforward:

1. Turn on the computer.
2. Turn on the data projector.
3. The IWB should then display the computer screen.

The manual contains all the relevant information for setting up the whiteboard, as well as FAQs (frequently-asked questions) and tips for trouble-shooting.
The teacher needs to learn the sequence for calibrating the IWB. On a SmartBoard, click the *Orient* symbol in the Control panel. There are a number of points displayed on the screen; simply click on these points to calibrate the board. Boards need calibrating at regular intervals.

### 1.3 Features

There are a number of exciting features on an IWB.

**Annotation**

When you write on the surface of the IWB, you can save your annotations. When you click to close a flipchart you are working on, an on-screen message appears asking you if you want to ‘Save annotations’. If you click yes, then you should save this as a file with a new name.

**Zoom tool**

The *marquee zoom* allows teachers to use the zoom tool to crop any part of a picture or page and enlarge it.

**Screen reveal**

This allows teachers to cover part of the screen and reveal it bit by bit. It is similar to the spotlight tool, which comprises a circle which you can move across the board to reveal any part of the surface.

**Screen capture**

You can take a snapshot of the IWB screen and save this as a picture.

**On-screen keyboard**

The on-screen keyboard allows users to enter text at the IWB as an alternative to the computer keyboard.

**Handwriting recognition**

You can write text with the pen, mouse over this and change it to editable text.

**Learner response systems**

Learner response systems, or personal response systems, allow students to vote on a particular topic. Students are given a small, hand-held device which allows them to press an option (A, B or C, for example) and vote on a subject. After voting, the results are displayed on screen.

Text-input devices allow students to type in characters, rather like texting, so they can spell words, for example. The students’ answers are sent wirelessly to the IWB.

**Slates**

Teacher can use a slate, or tablet, to work on the IWB from a distance. This allows the teacher to walk around the room, perhaps behind the students, as opposed to having to be standing next to the whiteboard. It also means they can hand the slate to the learners, who can pass it to other students.